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Abstrakt
Tato diplomova´ pra´ce se zaby´va´ mozˇnostmi zjiˇsteˇn´ı stavu vsˇech replik ve FreeIPA infras-
trukturˇe. Na u´vod pra´ce jsou vysveˇtleny d˚ulezˇite´ pojmy jako FreeIPA, FreeIPA infras-
truktura a replika. FreeIPA server se skla´da´ z neˇkolika soucˇa´st´ı, ktere´ budou popsa´ny po-
drobneˇji. Na´stroj navrzˇeny´ v te´to pra´ci vyuzˇ´ıva´ SNMP pro sledova´n´ı stavu sluzˇeb beˇzˇ´ıc´ıch
na FreeIPA serveru. Na´stroj ma´ dveˇ za´kladn´ı cˇa´sti, ktery´mi jsou konfigurace SNMP agenta
a uzˇivatelske´ rozhran´ı.
Abstract
This master’s thesis deals with possibilities how to check status of all replicas in FreeIPA
infrastructure. At the begining of the thesis some important terms like FreeIPA, FreeIPA
infrastructure and replica are explained. FreeIPA is a composition of several components
which will be described. The tool designed in this master thesis uses SNMP for tracking
a status of FreeIPA services. Two main parts of the tool are SNMP agent’s configuration
and user interface.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In corporate sector we have many opportunities how to centrally maintain security, identity
and authentication domain. Many protocols are available on Linux and Unix systems, like
Kerberos, Pluggable authentication modules (PAM), sudo, Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP). These protocols are unrelated and complex and it is difficult to manage
them separately.
FreeIPA is an open-source solution how to simplify administration of the domain. It is
an upper layer that unifies existing services like 389 Directory Server (implementation of
LDAP directory service), Kerberos, Domain Name System (DNS) and other which will be
described later. FreeIPA can synchronize data with Active Directory (in both directions)
and due to this possibility allows integration with Windows servers. It is an management
tool for Linux domains, but not a management tool for Windows machines. FreeIPA domain
can be managed by Command Line or by Web User Interface.
FreeIPA server’s configuration can be copied to another server and used on it as basis
for its configuration. When a FreeIPA server is copied then this copy is called a replica [11].
If replicas are installed then FreeIPA domain has more servers for load balancing and for
ensuring higher availability, when some servers are not accessible.
This thesis focuses on tool which can determine status of FreeIPA related services on
all replicas in the FreeIPA infrastructure. It is possible to check status of FreeIPA related
services on every replica for now, but we do not have complex overview about all replicas.
With this tool it is possible to do it.
Structure of the thesis
398 Directory Server, which implements LDAP directory service, will be described in Chap-
ter 2. Directory Server is used as storage for users, groups, policies, configuration of servers
and other needy information. LDAP protocol and implementation of 389 Directory Server
with their replication possibilities will be described further in the same chapter. The Chap-
ter 3 describes FreeIPA project and their infrastructure. FreeIPA is an upper layer for
standard Linux services and these services will be described in Chapter 3. Tool will be
based on SNMP infrastructure where agents on servers check services status and clients
then can send request to get information about services from them. Key entities, function-
ality and terms of SNMP will be explained in Chapter 4. SNMP exists in three versions and
the difference between them will be described. The Chapter 5 contains design of proposed
tool. Design consists of two main parts which are SNMP backend configuration and user
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interface, chapter contains description for both of them. Chosen variant of the tool uses
SNMP agents running on replicas. Authentication of SNMP users and SNMP messages ci-
phering should be used. SNMPv3 offers these possibilities but standard SNMP usage with
USM model is not good for FreeIPA because SNMP users are defined in SNMP agent’s
configuration file. Two solutions for FreeIPA infrastructure exists and both have some
problems. These variants may be based on Kerberos or on LDAP. Some variants of tool
were discussed with Red Hat engineers and the first concept of tool, that was deprecated, is
described in this chapter. Implementation details of tool are described in Chapter 6. The
Chapter 7 will contain conclusion with summary and evaluation of this master thesis.
3
Chapter 2
389 Directory server
Directory server (DS) is one of the basic FreeIPA components. DS stores information about
FreeIPA domain configuration, FreeIPA servers and replicas configurations, users, groups,
computers and others. Tool for check replica status, which is designed in this master thesis,
gains information about services enabled on replica and names of all replicas in the FreeIPA
domain from DS.
DS is implementation of directory service, which could be described as a specialized
database to store information or data. Directory service is highly optimized for reading.
Adding, modifying, or deleting an entry is usually much more expensive than reading.
Advanced search is supported and for example it can be used for look up by record type.
Directory service implements distributed model for storing information and it supports
replication between directories [6].
389 Directory Server is an Open Source LDAP [19] server for Linux. LDAP is based
on ideas of X.500 directory service but it removes unneeded complexity. The first X.500
standard was published in early 1990’s by CCITT (International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee) [10]. X.500 was designed from the beginning to be extensible
to serve the needs of a great variety of applications and provided a rich search operation
that supported many different kinds of queries [10]. X.500 was designed to be a highly
distributed system in which the servers, data and administrators could cover the globe.
Large suite of protocols was the problem of X.500 (protocols usage could be seen on
figure 2.1). Directory Access Protocol (DAP) is used for access to data, Directory System
Protocol (DSP) is used for pass queries between servers, Directory Information Shadowing
Protocol (DISP) is used for information replication and Directory Operational Bindings
Management Protocol (DOP) is used for automatic establish connection between servers.
X.500 got the title ”heavyweight” because client and server communicate using Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocol stack (seven-layered stack) [6]. LDAP uses low
overhead messages which are directly mapped onto the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) layer of the TCP/IP (Internet Protocol) protocol stack. Because X.500 was an
application layer protocol (in terms of the OSI model), it carried much more baggage, as
network headers were wrapped around the packet at each layer before it was finally trans-
mitted on the network (figure 2.2) [6]. This is a reason why LDAP is called as ”lightweight”.
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Figure 2.2: X.500 communicates over OSI model, LDAP communicates over TCP/IP model
2.1 Lightweight directory access protocol
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a standard protocol used for access to
directory services. Standard text format named LDIF (LDAP Data Interchange Format)
is used for data exchange. Four models describe how LDAP operates, how can be LDAP
data stored, how can be data accessed and how can be information secured.
2.1.1 Information model
The LDAP information model defines data which can be stored in directory. The basic
information unit is named entry and it consists of attributes.
Entry is a set of information about object. These objects can refer to objects of real
world, such as a person. Common directory has a thousands of entries and they represent
buildings, people, departments, servers and other objects as you can see on figure 2.3.
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dc=example, dc=com
ou=People ou=Buildings
ou=Development
ou=Sales ou=QA
uid=jdoe
cn=Boston cn=New York
ou=Servers
cn=Database server cn=Web Server
Figure 2.3: Basic structure of typical LDAP directory
Figure 2.4: Directory entry with attributes and its values
Each directory has a distinguished name (DN), for example directory on figure 2.3 has
the DN dc=example, dc=com. Each entry consists of set of attributes, which represents
pieces of information about object. Each attribute has defined a type that constraints
a value or values which can be stored in it. Typical entry is person, which can have
attributes like full name (cn), surname (sn), telephone number and mail as you can see on
figure 2.4.
Attribute types have defined syntax and matching rules. Syntax specifies values that
can be stored in it and for example INTEGER permits to store only value with digits.
Matching rules specify the rules used for comparing values, the rules used for equivalence
and the rules used for sorting values.
When values are compared, then for example the caseIgnoreMatch rule specifies that
case is not significant when values are being searched or replaced [10]. In comparisons of the
values Smith and smith, they are considered equivalent if the caseIgnoreMatch matching
rule is used [10].
When values are sorted, for example the caseIgnoreMatch rule specifies that values are
ordered lexicographical but the integerMatch rule specifies that values are ordered according
to their numerical values [10].
In general, attributes are classified into two categories. These categories are user and
operational attributes. User attributes (see figure 2.4) are example of ”normal” attributes.
Operational attributes are special. Operational attributes are modified with directory op-
erations or reflects directory operational status. These attributes are not normally sent to
client, but if a client wants them, it must request them by name. An example of operational
attribute is the modifyTimeStamp attribute, which reflects the time when the entry was
modified for the last time. This attribute is automatically maintained by directory.
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Each entry has a set of mandatory and optional attributes. For example a person’s
entry must contain sn and cn attributes, other attributes are allowed but not required. The
collection of all information about required and allowed attributes are called the directory
schema [10].
2.1.2 Naming model
The LDAP naming model defines how data and entries are organized and uniquely refer-
enced within a Directory Information Tree (DIT).
dc=example, dc=com
ou=People
ou=Development
ou=Sales ou=QA
uid=jdoe
dn: uid=jdoe, ou=Develepment, ou=People, dc=example, dc=com
node’s DN uid=jdoe
RDN
Figure 2.5: DN of the node is created by following RDN in the path
Entries should be arranged in inverted tree structure as you can see on figure 2.5. Root
entry of directory is a special entry that contains configuration information about directory
server. Each directory node contains data and could be a container, which means that each
entry might have a child nodes underneath it (for example ou=People).
Each entry has attribute that is unique within parent’s subtree. This unique attribute
is called the Relative Distinguished Name (RDN). Entry could be uniquely identified by
following the RDN of all entries in the path from the desired node to the root of the tree.
This string which is created by following RDN in the path is called Distinguished Name
(DN) of the node.
RDN must be unique only within parent’s subtree on the same level. If exists the same
RDN in different subtrees then the tree is valid. Tree on figure 2.5 is valid.
2.1.3 Functional model
The LDAP functional model describes access methods to data stored in directory. Opera-
tions which are described by functional model are divided into three groups. These three
groups provide authentication (bindings), query (search and read) and update (write) op-
erations.
LDAP search operation
Search operation is used to retrieve data that is stored in directory. LDAP operations do
not have any read operation, data can be accessed by search operation. Search operation
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must have DN of the node specified, where the search starts and the scope of the query
too. Three levels of scope can be specified, examples are on figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8.
dc=example, dc=com
ou=People
ou=Development
ou=Sales ou=QA
uid=jdoe
Figure 2.6: A scope of subtree indicates that you want to search the entire subtree from
the base object all the way down to the leaves of the tree [10].
dc=example, dc=com
ou=People
ou=Development
ou=Sales ou=QA
uid=jdoe
Figure 2.7: A scope of one level indicates that you want to search only the immediate
children of the entry at the top of the search base [10].
Another parameter which could be a part of query operation is search filter. Filter
consists of two parts, attribute name and its value. Filters can be divided into three
groups. These groups of filters are equality, substring and approximate.
With equality filter search operation can exactly match a specified value. For example
(sn=doe) matches only sn attributes with value doe.
Wildcard filters that are called substring could be used too. Wildcard character is ”*”
and the filter can looks like (sn=*doe). This filter match every sn value that ends with doe.
Wildcard character can appear everywhere in filter, for example filter could be sn=*doe*,
sn=d*oe or other combinations.
The last type of filter is approximate filter. For example filter sn∼=doe returns entries
that are similar to ”doe” (matches for example die). Implementation of this filter lies on
each vendor server’s implementation.
LDAP update operations
We can manipulate with data in directory by four operations, These are: add, delete,
rename (modify DN) and modify.
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dc=example, dc=com
ou=People
ou=Development
ou=Sales ou=QA
uid=jdoe
Figure 2.8: A scope of base indicates that you want to limit your search to just the base
object; this scope is used to retrieve one particular entry from the directory [10].
Add operation can create a new entry. Operation must have the new entry’s DN and
attributes with values specified. Four conditions must be met to complete add operation
successfully. Parent of the new entry must already exist in the directory and the entry with
same RDN must not exist in the same level of parent’s tree. New entry must satisfy schema
conditions and access control must permit operation.
Delete operation requires only one parameter, DN of the entry that might be deleted.
Three conditions must be satisfied to successfully delete the entry. This conditions are
existence of DN that might be deleted, deleted DN must not have children and operation
must be permitted.
Rename or modify DN operation is used to rename or move entries in directory. Rename
operation has four parameters, two are mandatory and two are optional. The old and new
DN are mandatory and the DN of new parent and delete-old-RDN are optional.
Modify operation allows modification of existing entry. Operation has two parameters,
DN of modified entry and set of modifications which might be applied. Three types of
modification could be applied, add, delete or modify an attribute.
LDAP authentication and control operations
LDAP has two authentications (bind and unbind) and one control operation (abandon).
Bind operation is used to authenticate a client to the directory by credentials. Server
checks credentials correctness for given DN. Server grants privileges based on client’s
identity. Client remains authenticated during open connection or until the client re-
authenticates.
During unbind operation server discards any authentication information which it has
associated with the client’s connection and terminates remaining LDAP operations.
Abandon operation cancels operation with specified ID.
2.1.4 Security model
Security model provides a verification of clients identity. The process of authenticating
client to directory is called binding. Simple binding is based on verifying a correctness of
specified DN and password. Client privileges are granted after authentication and they
depend on identity. Process of granting privileges is called access control.
Only simple authentication could be used with LDAPv2, DN and password are trans-
mitted in a plaintext. LDAPv3 supports SASL and TLS (Transport Layer Security) mech-
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anism [10]. SASL provides standard way for multiple authentication protocols to be sup-
ported by LDAPv3 [10].
TLS extension allows encryption of dataflow between client and server. Client and
server could be authenticated to each other using public key certificates.
TLS
TLS is a security technology that supports privacy, data integrity and encryption for
connection-oriented protocols like TCP. Client that uses TLS to communicate with server
can provide communication confidentiality. Communications are resistant to eavesdrop-
ping and tampering (man-in-the-middle attacks). Client can verify server’s authenticity by
checking server’s public key certificate.
Open connection
TLS initialization (startTLS)
Server certificate
Validate server’s certificate
with server’s CA certificate
Client certificate
TLS established
Bind using SASL
Validate client’s certificate
with client’s CA certificate
Client Server
Figure 2.9: These steps must be provided by client during establishing secure connection.
Client must open a TCP connection to the server, send statTLS extended operation and
lower layer protocols then provide encryption. Finally client will provide a bind operation
using SASL mechanism.
Client may begin connection without encryption with TLS and arrange authentication
and encryption after the connection is established as could be seen on figure 2.9. This
means that LDAP server supporting TLS can support both types of clients (secure and non
secure) on the same TCP port [10].
2.2 LDAP data interchange format
LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) is text format used for describing directory entries
(see example 2.10). LDIF format allows import and export directory data.
LDIF format consists of two parts, DN and list of attributes. DN must be specified on
the first line. Each attribute value is a pair of attribute type and its value. Values that are
not in ASCII must be encoded in a special format called base 64. When an attribute is base
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dn: uid=jdoe, ou=people, dc=example, dc=com
objectclass: top
objectclass: person
objectclass: organizationalPerson
objectclass: inetOrgPerson
cn: Jane Doe
cn: Jay Doe
givenName: Jane
sn: Doe
uid: jdoe
mail: jdoe@example.com
telephoneNumber: +420 571 555 1212
jpegPhoto:: /9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAAAAAQABAAD/2wBDABALDA4MChAODQ4
Figure 2.10: LDIF attribute example with base 64-encoded value.
64-encoded, the attribute type and value are separated by two colons instead of a single
colon (jpegPhoto attribute value is shortened in the example 2.10).
2.3 389 directory server details
389 DS (Directory Server) is an Open Source LDAP server for Linux. DS offers support
for LDAPv3, multi-master replication, user accounts synchronization with Microsoft Active
Directory, access control mechanism, SSL/TLS, SASL and other features which you can
find in [1]. Information for this subsection comes from [12].
Replication
Replication is mechanism which allows automatic copy of data between Directory server’s
instances. DS offers single-master, multi-master, and cascading replication. Data updates
are performed on all replicated servers. Database subtree cannot be replicated, the smallest
unit that could be replicated is database.
Types of replica
Replica is a database which acts in replication process. Replica might be read-write or
read-only. Read-write replica can be updated and contains same information as master.
Read-only replica allows only read, search or compare queries and update requests are
forwarded to master.
Supplier is a replica which is distributed to other servers and usually is read-write.
Consumer is a replica copied from other servers and usually is read-only. Exception is
a hub server in cascading replication which provides data for consumers and acts as read-
only supplier. Another exception is multi-master replication where masters act as suppliers
and consumers for same information.
DS supports fractional replication that allows to define subset of attributes which will
not be copied from supplier to consumer. Fractional replication is configured for each
replication agreement (described later in paragraph Replication Identity and Agreement),
not for each entry.
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Replication identity and agreement
Replication manager entry is used for identification of replication protocol exchanges during
replication. This entry has to satisfy following conditions:
• entry is created on the consumer server (or on hub)
• entry must exist on each server which receives updates
• this entry has to be authorized to perform replication updates on consumer or hub
• DN of this entry must be specified in the replication agreement
• supplier’s bind DN entry is not in replicated database, purpose is security
• this special entry bypasses all access control rules defined on the consumer server
Replication agreements store replication configuration between one consumer and sup-
plier. Agreement is configured on supplier and it specifies these information:
• replicated database and consumer server
• days and periods during which replication can occur
• DN and credentials used by supplier for bind
• connection security and fractional replication (if it is required)
Replication scenarios
389 DS has implemented three replication types that can be configured. These replication
types are shown on figures 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13. More information could be found in [12].
Supplier
Consumer Consumer
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
ou=computers,
dc=my-domain, dc=com
ou=computers,
dc=my-domain, dc=com
Server A:
Read-write
replica and
changelog
Server B:
Read-only
  replica
Server C:
Read-only
  replica
Figure 2.11: Single-Master replication is the simplest scenario with one read-write supplier
and many read-only consumers.
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Supplier
Consumer
Consumer
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
Server A:
Read-write
replica and
changelog
Hub Server B:
Read-only
replica and
changelog
Server C:
Read-only
  replica
Supplier
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
Figure 2.12: In Cascading replication scenario hub acts as a consumer and as a supplier.
Hub receives updates from the supplier and forwards them to consumer. Cascading repli-
cation is useful for balancing heavy traffic loads or to keep master servers based locally in
geographically distributed environments [12].
Access control instructions
Access Control Instructions (ACI) allows access to directory for users. If server receive
request, it can allow or deny access which is based on defined ACI and bind information.
ACI might be defined at many data leves, on the highest level on whole directory, for
directory’s subtree, for entry or on the lowest level for entry’s attributes. Other view is
aimed to users and ACI could be defined for user, group, role or for all directory users. The
last view divides ACI by location which might be DNS name or IP address.
ACI structure ACI is stored as multi-valued operational attribute of entry. ACI at-
tribute can be returned by ldapsearch operation if this attribute was requested. ACI consists
of three parts that are target, permission and bind rule.
If entry has a child nodes then ACI will be applied to this entry and to all its child
nodes. ACI might be applied only to subtree if entry has set this possibility. This option
could be useful by placing general rules at high level nodes and can reduce the number of
ACI.
ACI evaluation Evaluation of access rights starts at requested entry and goes up through
the parent nodes. List of ACI is evaluated by the semantics and not by position in directory
tree. ACI which deny access takes precedence before ACI that allows access.
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Supplier
Consumer
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
Server A:
Read-write
replica and
changelog
Server C:
Read-only
  replica
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
Supplier
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
Server B:
Read-write
replica and
changelog
Consumer
Server D:
Read-only
  replica
ou=computers,dc=my-domain, dc=com
Figure 2.13: Written Multi-Master replication could be one database mastered on many
servers. This type of replication maintains up to 20 suppliers and unlimited count of
consumers. Suppliers receive update requests from consumers.
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Chapter 3
FreeIPA components and
infrastructure
FreeIPA is a name which is based on the three words - Identity, Policy and Audit. Identity
means users, machines, authentication credentials and groups. Policy arranges host-based
access control. Audit, the last word, is not used for now.
This project makes a possibility how to easily manage Linux domain, which it creates.
Clients and servers make the domain and this domain can be managed centrally. FreeIPA
consists of six standard Linux components, which are Kerberos for authentication, 389 Di-
rectory Server as data storage, DNS server discovers clients and servers, NTP server ensures
that clients and servers have the same system time, Dogtag certificate system for authenti-
cation (issues certificates which Kerberos uses) and HTTP server that allows using of web
management interface. Some of components are mandatory, some are optional. FreeIPA can
use external NTP and DNS server, therefore these two components are optional. Dogtag
certificate system component is used only on master servers.
FreeIPA Server
    389
Directory
  Server
Certificate
   System
Internal
directory
server
NTP
Kerberos
   KDC
DNS
management interface
command-line toolsWeb UI
Figure 3.1: FreeIPA server’s components and management interface
The difference between using FreeIPA and using these components separately is man-
ageability of domain. Administrative overhead is lower and users, machines, services, and
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polices could be configured in one place with the same tools. Access to services and re-
sources is usually permitted on the basis of user, machine or service identity. Identity is
verified only once and then access to all FreeIPA services is permitted.
FreeIPA offers synchronization with Active Directory domain, so integration with Win-
dows servers is allowed, but project is a management tool for Linux domains therefore
Windows clients are not supported. This chapter contains description of FreeIPA compo-
nents and explanation of FreeIPA infrastructure.
3.1 Kerberos
Kerberos [18] provides secure, trusted third party and single sign-on authentication. Ker-
beros is secure because passwords are not transmitted over network in plaintext. Tickets
prove user’s identity and this tickets are time limited cryptography messages. Users must
log only once if they want to access to network resources that supports Kerberos. This
principle is called single sign-on. All network systems trust to centralized authentication
server which is used by Kerberos.
Kerberos system operates through a set of centralized KDC (Key Distribution Cen-
ters) [8]. KDC contains a database of user names and passwords for users and for services
that support Kerberos. Tickets are generated by KDC based on user’s request. KDC
contains two main parts - AS (Authentication Server) and TGS (Ticket Granting Server).
Kerberos authentication principle is demonstrated on the figure 3.2.
AS TGS
1. Authentication
    request
2. Client is
    authenticated
    and gets TGT
Kerberized
service
3. Client requests
    ticket for
    kerberized
    service
4. TGS grants
    ticket to
    client
5. Client is authenticated to the service
    through ticket
Client
KDC
Figure 3.2: Kerberos steps which are provided during accessing to requested service
Client is authenticated by AS and gets TGT (Ticket Granting Ticket). Client can
request tickets from TGS when it owns TGT. When client wants to access to kerberized
service, it must get ticket from TGS. Requested service can authenticate client with this
ticket.
Kerberos brings few new terms. Principal is identity of user, computer or service. Realm
is administrative domain for principals. Each realm must have at least one Kerberos server,
where are data for domain stored.
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Kerberos uses symmetric cryptography with shared keys. Network service in realm,
which user want’s to use, needs to have a service principal with a corresponding key. The
network service has to have a copy of that key on the system for verifying a user’s identity.
File with this key is called keytab.
3.2 Domain name system
Each computer in Internet must have an unique IP address. If anyone wants to access
to some web page, then must know its IP address. It is hard to remember many IPv4
addresses of concrete pages and with newer IPv6 addresses, the problem is much harder.
This problem is solved by Domain Name System (DNS) [17], the concept of name servers.
We are using names for web pages or any computers in computer network instead of IP
addresses. It is much easier to remember name and this solution has more advantages. If
some server change its IP addresses, we can only change actual DNS entry but the name of
web page or computer is still the same. We can use this concept for load balancing of often
busy server when we can assign different IP addresses of the same web page to clients.
When a name server is present in network, host only needs to know the IP address
of name server and name of the resource, which wishes to access [2]. If host has this
information, it will query the server to IP address of the required resource. Critical problem
of described solution is the only one centralized name server. When our name server is not
available, then we cannot access to any resource in the network. More available name
servers is the solution. Name servers are divided to primary and secondary. If primary
name server does not respond to the query, host will try to query secondary name server.
Name servers (servers that run DNS software) are at each level in the delegated hierarchy
as you can see on figure 3.3 [2]. The root name servers are the most important resource
on the Internet [2]. If any name server is queried for information about name for which it
does not have information, it will first ask on of the 13 root DNS servers. Root server sends
referral to low level server in response. Name server then sends the same query to this
server on lower level as could be seen on figure 3.4. Every name server knows root servers
using a special zone file. TLD name servers are managed by a variety of organizations
under ICANN agreements [2].
Root
DNS
TLD
DNS
Domain
 (User)
  DNS
Root
ccTLDgTLD
.edu .com
.eu .us
.md .nb .ny
.test.example .domain
Figure 3.3: DNS uses hierarchical name structure. At the top of the tree is a root node
followed by top-level domains (TLD) and then second-level domains. TLD are split into
Generic Top-Level Domains (gTLD) and Country Code Top-Level Domains (ccTLD).
FreeIPA can use external Internet DNS servers or own internal DNS to easily use and
manage all servers in FreeIPA infrastructure.
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Figure 3.4: Steps that are done during getting authoritative answer from DNS server
3.3 Network time protocol
Network Time Protocol (NTP) [16] is used for synchronizing system clocks over network.
Many services need the same system time on servers and clients for correct functionality.
For example time stamps are used with Kerberos tickets and it is important to have the
same time on client and server. If this condition is not met, then tickets are invalidated.
NTP runs over UDP protocol on port 123. Time is synchronized through the distributed
network of nodes.
The most accurate time in NTP network is when the time servers receive timing in-
formation from an authoritative source such as a radio or an atomic clock. NTP client is
synchronized with a series of transactions over a polling interval that dynamically adjusts.
Polling interval depends on network condition between NTP server and NTP client [14].
NTP strata indicates how many levels is node away from an authoritative time source.
Stratum 1 time server may have direct access to a radio or atomic clock, which can be
accessed through global positioning system (GPS).
3.4 XML-RPC
XML-RPC is web service approach which allows easily call procedures on other computers
across network. Extensible Markup Language (XML) provides a vocabulary for describing
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), which are then transmitted between computers using the
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [13]. You can see an example of this process on
figure 3.5.
3.5 FreeIPA infrastructure
FreeIPA domain is a group of machines with the same configuration, policies and identity.
This configuration is shared and allows users and machines in domain to know information
of each other and work together.
FreeIPA is built on client/server architecture. Servers store user’s information, domain
identities and domain policies. Servers also host FreeIPA related services. Clients interact
indirectly with FreeIPA servers when they attempt to access domain resources, such as
fileshares, services, remote machines, or authentication (through SSSD and Kerberos) [11].
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Figure 3.5: XML-RPC architecture
3.5.1 FreeIPA servers and replicas
FreeIPA is a domain controller for many related services, but not all of them are required.
These optional services are CA, DNS and NTP server. Configuration of setup server could
be copied to another server and this server is then called replica. This configuration is only
basis for replica because server might have installed CA and DNS services, but replica does
not have installed these optional services.
Servers and replicas use underlying directory server to store user and host entries, con-
figuration data, policy configuration, and keytabs, certificates, and keys [11].
FreeIPA Server FreeIPA Replica
    389
Directory
  Server
    389
Directory
  Server
replication
agreement
Certificate
   System
replication
agreement
Certificate
   System
Figure 3.6: Interactions between FreeIPA server and replica
Data is propagated through multi-master replication agreements, servers and replicas
act as masters in replication topology. Basic FreeIPA multi-master replication principles
are the same as for 389 DS and more information you can find in section 2.3. Replica
information file have to exist before replica is created. This file contains many information
from master server and it is used for replica configuration. Command which creates this
file must be run on master server and here is command example which is taken from [11].
In this example you can see some information and actions that are needed for preparing
replica installation.
[root@server ~]# ipa-replica-prepare ipareplica.example.com
Determining current realm name
Getting domain name from LDAP
Preparing replica for ipareplica.example.com from ipaserver.example.com
Creating SSL certificate for the Directory Server
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Creating SSL certificate for the Web Server
Copying additional files
Finalizing configuration
Packaging the replica into replica-info-ipareplica.example.com
3.5.2 FreeIPA clients
Client is machine in FreeIPA domain which uses its services, especially Kerberos and certifi-
cate server. Client requires only configuration that allows using of domain services. FreeIPA
related components are tools for cooperating with domain services. This tools might be
SSSD, PAM and NSS modules or FreeIPA command line utilities.
Cache is used on client’s machine to improve performance. Performance is improved by
storing information about FreeIPA when machine is oﬄine, by reducing server’s response
time because requested information is looked up locally first. The last performance is
keeping information active for standard period even if server cannot be accessed.
FreeIPA Server FreeIPA Client
    389
Directory
  Server
Kerberos
   KDC
DNS
management interface
command-line toolsWeb UI
nss_ldap
SSSD
certmonger
Figure 3.7: Interactions between FreeIPA services
For example, Fedora uses two daemons for interact with server. These daemons are
SSSD for authentication and host based access control and certmonger for requesting, re-
newing and monitoring certificates. Interactions between these daemons on client machine
and server you can see on figure 3.7.
Certificate is an abstract data structure for storing user’s asymmetric public keys by
trusted third party authority. This trusted third part is called certification authority
(CA) [9]. Certificate contains other information like user’s name, validity etc.
Certmonger service works together with the CA provided by FreeIPA with Dogtag. The
certmonger daemon simplify the process of generating public/private key pairs, creating
certificate requests, and submitting requests to the CA for signing [11]. Certmonger daemon
could monitor certificates for expiration and can renew certificates that are about to expire.
The certificates monitored by certmonger are stored in a configurable directory.
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Chapter 4
Simple network management
protocol
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [7] is a standard for managing IP devices
remotely. Core of SNMP is a set of operations which allows to gain an information about
status and configuration of device or allows change setup of device. For example, SNMP
can be used to shut down an interface on router or check the operating speed of router’s
Ethernet interface. SNMP can monitor the temperature on device and warn administrator
when temperature is too high.
In this chapter basic components of SNMP network will be described and SMI and MIB
concepts explained. SNMP exists in many versions and three of them will be described in
more details. In next sections ideas of OID, SNMP operations and SNMP security will be
explained.
4.1 Managers and agents
Two types of entities exist in world of SNMP - managers and agents. Manager is a server
with running software that can handle management tasks. It is responsible for polling and
receiving traps from agents. Poll is a request for some kind of information from agent.
Traps are asynchronously send from agent when something happened.
Agent is as software running on managed devices. Agent collects operational status
about monitored device and these information then may send to manager. For example,
agent may run on router and collect status of all interfaces, which can be up or down.
Manager then send request message to get some interface status. When agent find out that
something bad happened, it can send a trap to manager. Figure 4.1 demonstrate type of
messages send between manager and agent.
4.2 Structure of management information and management
information base
The Structure of Management Information (SMI) provides way how to define managed
objects and their behavior [15]. The agent keeps a list of objects that it tracks. All objects
hold an information about overall status of managed device and manager can determine
health of the device then.
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Manager Agent
Query sent to agent
Reply to query from agent to manager
Trap sent to manager
Figure 4.1: Types of messages which are sent between manager and agent
Database of objects tracked by that agent is called MIB (Management Information
Base). Any information about device that manager may request must be defined in MIB.
The SMI provides a way to define managed objects while the MIB is the definition (using
the SMI syntax) of the objects themselves [15].
SMI SMI specifies how managed objects are named and defines their associated datatypes.
Name or OID (described in section 4.3) uniquely defines managed object. Names can ap-
pear in one of two forms, numeric or human readable. Names in SNMP are long and help
with navigate through the namespace.
Object’s datatype is defined using ASN (Abstract Syntax Notation). ASN is a way
how to transmit defined data between agent and manager. This notation is independent
on machine’s architecture.
MIB Managed objects can hold an information defined by datatypes. SMI defines data-
types like integer, counter, sequence, object identifier, IpAdress and other datatypes (details
and other datatypes you can find in [15]. MIB are represented as text files. First line of
MIB file defines MIB name. Import section allows to import OID and datatypes from other
MIB. Example of MIB file with detail description you can find in [15].
4.3 Object identifier
Managed objects are organized into tree hierarchy (figure 4.2) and object identifier (OID)
is composition of integers that reflects position in a tree and integers are separated by
dots. Human readable form is the composition of names separated by dots and each name
represents a position in tree again.
For example, subtree iso(1).org(3).dod(6).internet(1) on figure 4.2 has OID 1.3.6.1 or
iso.org.dod.internet. Each managed device has OID in numerical and textual form. Man-
agement branch (mgmt) defines a set of Internet management objects. Experimental branch
is for testing purposes and directory branch is usually not used. Organizations are respon-
sible for objects defined under private branch.
4.4 SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
SNMP uses UDP protocol to transport messages over network. UDP is connectionless and
no end to end connection is made before the messages are sent. This is a reason that makes
UDP unreliable and manager usually uses a timeout for resend the message. If timeout
runs out and manager does not get a response from agent, message will be send again. This
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Figure 4.2: Organization of managed objects into the tree hierarchy [15]
solution is a problem for traps which are sent asynchronously by agent. Agent does not
know if a message was delivered.
UDP has an advantage in comparison with TCP, because it requires low overhead. This
aspect is better in situation when network is in trouble and then protocol does not flood
network with retransmissions to achieve reliable delivery. SNMP uses UDP port 161 to
sending and receiving messages and port 162 to receiving traps from agents on devices.
SNMP communities Communities are used to establish a trust between manager and
agent. Agent could be configured with three levels of trust which are read-only, read-write
and trap. The community names represent only passwords and provides control of actions
that can be performed. Community strings may have same properties as system password,
because they represent password. Community strings are sent in plain text and this is a big
security problem because people can easily intercept them. This problem solves SNMPv3
with secured authentication and communication.
4.4.1 SNMP operations
SNMP operations allow receive and send (set) management information. SNMP operations
are get, getnext, getbulk, set, getresponse, trap, notification, inform and report. Some of
them will be described in following sections, description of other you can find in [15].
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Get operation
Get operation allows to manager get specified information about device.
Manager Agent
Managed
device
Manager sends get request to
managed device system name 
Agent replies with get response
that contains managed device’s 
system name
Figure 4.3: Messages during Get operation. Manager sends get request to agent and agent
reply with get response message.
Get request contains OID value that specifies requested information from manager.
Get command has several parameters, -v specifies SNMP version, -c specifies community
string (public is read-only), name of the device and requested OID. For example, OID
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0 is a request for sysLocation. OID parameter may be in numerical or
textual form. This example demonstrates get request and get response operation.
Request:
$ snmpget -v 2c -c public cisco.example.com .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0
or
$ snmpget -v 2c -c public cisco.example.com sysLocation.0
Reply:
system.sysLocation.0 = ’’Example company, building 2 NY, room 235’’
Getnext operation
Getnext operation generates sequence of get operations to retrieve a group of information
from MIB. Manager generates get operations until it get an error response that indicates end
of MIB. OID is a sequence of numerical values and walk through the tree in lexicographical
order is easy. Example from [15] demonstrates getnext operation in action. Command
starts at system group branch. System group must be found first, look up starts at root
node and go through the tree and try to find requested OID. Searching of requested OID
uses depth first search (DFS) algorithm.
$ snmpwalk -v 1 -c public cisco.ora.com system
system.sysDescr.0 = ’’Cisco IOS Software, C2600 Software (C2600-IPBASE-M)’’
system.sysObjectID.0 = OID: enterprises.9.1.19
system.sysUpTime.0 = Timeticks: (27210723) 3 days, 3:35:07.23
system.sysContact.0 = ’’’’
...
Getbulk operation
Getbulk operation comes with SNMPv2 and allows to retrieve large amount of information
at once. Standard get operation can request more MIB objects at once, but the message
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size is limited by agent’s capabilities. Getbulk operation tells the agent to send as much
objects as it can. Getbulk operation requires two additional parameters, nonrepeaters and
max-repetitions.
Nonrepeaters tell the getbulk commands that the first N objects can be retrieved with
a simple getnext operation and max-repetitions tells the getbulk command to attempt
up to M getnext operations to retrieve the remaining objects [15]. Example from [15]
demonstrates getbulk operation in action.
Request:
$ snmpbulkget -v2c -c public -Cn1 -Cr3 linux.ora.com
sysDescr ifInOctets ifOutOctets
Reply:
system.sysDescr.0 = ’’ Linux snort 2.4.7-10 #1
Thu Sep 6 17:27:27 EDT 2001 i686 unknown ’’
interfaces.ifTable.ifEntry.ifInOctets.1 = 70840
interfaces.ifTable.ifEntry.ifOutOctets.1 = 70840
...
4.5 SNMPv3
SNMPv3 is aimed to security because authentication in earlier SNMP versions depends
on password which is send in plaintext. SNMPv3 supports the same operations as earlier
versions. New SNMP version brings new terminology and terms. Managers and agents are
now called SNMP entities.
Dispatcher
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Processing
Subsystem
  Security
Subsystem
   Access
   Control
Subsystem
SNMP Engine
Applications
Command 
generator
Command 
responder
Notification
  receiver
Notification
 originator
   Proxy
forwarder
Other
SNMP Entity
Figure 4.4: SNMPv3 entity is composition of SNMP engine and one or more SNMP appli-
cations.
SNMPv3 engine Engine consists of four logical parts: the Dispatcher, the Message Pro-
cessing Subsystem, the Security Subsystem, and the Access Control Subsystem. Dispatcher
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sends and receives messages. Dispatcher tries to detect SNMP version in received messages
and then passes the message to the Message Processing Subsystem.
Message Processing Subsystem extracts data from received messages and usually con-
tains few modules. Typical modules process SNMPv1, SNMPv2 and SNMPv3 messages.
Authentication and privacy services are provided by Security subsystem. Authentication
is based on community strings in SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 and on users in SNMPv3. Pass-
words are not send in plaintext during authentication, they are hashed with MD5 or SHA
in SNMPv3. Messages are encrypted and decrypted with symmetric ciphers DES or AES
in CBC (cipher block chaining) mode.
Access to MIB database is controlled by Access Control Subsystem that may restrict
user’s access to read-only or permit read-write access.
SNMPv3 applications Applications are divided according to logical functions into sev-
eral parts. Command generator generates requests and processes received responses and
notification receiver receives traps and notifications. These applications are usually parts of
manager. Command responder responds to requests and notification originator generates
traps and notifications. These applications are usually implemented on managed device
(agent). Proxy forwarder simplifies message passing between entities.
4.5.1 User-based security model
Nonauthoritative engine must obtain message security parameters from authoritative engine
before it will use get, getnext or set operations. These parameters are snmpEngineID,
snmpEngineBoots, and snmpEngineTime of the authoritative engine. Unique identifier for
SNMP engine is called snmpEngineID and it is represented as string of octets (bytes) with
nonzero length. SnmpEngineBoots is a counter of SNMP engine reboots. SnmpEngineTime
is a period (in seconds) since a value of snmpEngineBoots was last incremented.
When nonauthoritative engine gets security parameters, it must maintain these local
variables to keep them up to date. Value of SnmpEngineTime is incremented every second.
If value of snmpEngineTime rolls over then snmpEngineBoots must be incremented.
Each entity must maintain User-based Security Model (USM) user table that contains
all users with access to system via SNMP. Entries in user table contain username, authen-
tication protocol and key, privacy protocol and key and usmUserSpinLock. Authentication
protocol stores value with protocol that could be used. Value could be usmNoAuthProtocol,
usmHMACMD5AuthProtocol, or usmHMACSHAAuthProtocol.
Authentication and privacy keys are passphrases used for authentication and privacy.
Privacy protocol stores value usmNoPrivProtocol, usmDESPrivProtocol or usmAESPrivPro-
tocol.
UsmUserSpinLock helps with coordination multiple write attempts to user table.
4.5.2 View access control model
View Access Control Model (VACM) controls access to MIB.
Security to Group Table stores combination of securityModel and securityName and
this combination defines objects that could be accessed.
Context table stores contexts, which are collection of managed objects with access
constraints.
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Figure 4.5: VACM logic flow demonstrates what questions must be solved [15]
Access table stores access rights for groups and rows of table are indexed by combination
of groupName, contextPrefix, securityModel, and securityLevel. Rows store index entities
and authorized MIB viewNames for read, write and notify access.
View Tree Family Table stores MIB views indexed by view name and OID subtree value.
Each entry of View Tree Family Table contains a bit mask of corresponding OID (define
MIB view subtrees) and type of view (included or excluded from the MIB view).
4.6 Extensions for SNMP agents
Net-snmp implementation of SNMP allows checking for number of any running processes
(proc), executing command that returns a single line or multiple lines of output (exec), and
checking disk space utilization (disk) [15].
Net-snmp configuration file (snmpd.conf) can contain these parameters which are demon-
strated in example, example takes from [15]:
# Items in here will appear in the ucdavis.procTable
proc sendmail 10 1
proc httpd
exec FileCheck /opt/local/shell_scripts/filecheck.sh /tmp/vxprint.error
# This needs its own OID
# I have used a subset of my registered
# enterprise ID (2789) within the OID
exec .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2789.51 FancyCheck \
/opt/local/shell_scripts/fancycheck.sh /core
Proc command defines checking process of given name. Parameters 10 and 1 specify
number of processes that might run at any time. Exec command allows to execute a program
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and return its results and exit value to agent. Exec command in example run filecheck.sh
script with parameter /tmp/vxprint.error. Disk command allows to get status of disk-space
monitoring. Command takes mount-point and a minimum space that is required on the
disk (in kB). Errors are triggered when requested minimum space is not available.
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Chapter 5
Design of the proposed tool
The aim of the thesis is design the tool for FreeIPA which will check services’ status of every
replica in FreeIPA infrastructure. Status of FreeIPA related services could be checked with
ipactl status command on each replica. This allows to check status of the services only
on the server where user is logged. Approach with running net-snmp agent on each replica
was chosen to solve this problem. On each replica will be a client which sends SNMP request
message to agents on replicas. Agents send back a message or messages with information
about number of running services for each name.
Implementation has two main parts which are net-snmp agent’s configuration and Com-
mand Line Interface (CLI). Every agent has a set of services, which statuses will be checked,
in its configuration file. When FreeIPA server is installed, install script gets a set of services
for each replica from Directory Server and saves them to the net-snmp service’s configu-
ration file. Net-snmp agent cannot check status of services because it can only check the
number of running processes of each service name (names which could be visible by /bin/ps
-e command) in configuration file.
CLI gets information about services from other servers. It does not require passing
parameters when is function called but it allows filter specification as parameter. Filter
could be for specified services or replicas. Another possible parameter is timeout for waiting
to replies from servers.
5.1 Net-snmp agent configuration
This section describes configuration of backend that is used for this tool. SNMP agent is
used as a backend and it is configured by one of the installation scripts. Net-snmp agent
must have specified services which it should check. FreeIPA installation script should find
out FreeIPA related services running on replica first. Entries of services that run on replica
could be found in Directory Server. Agent should have specified user accounts that can
access to information, their used security models (USM, KSM or other), user’s permissions
(read-only or writable, requirements for user’s authentication and message’s encryption,
constraint to MIB databases which can user access to.
FreeIPA supports distributed infrastructure with many replicas. Another servers use
configuration from one of the installed servers as a basis when they are installed. This is
the reason for existence two installations, one for the master server installation and second
for replica installation. This tool will be an optional component of the FreeIPA server and
due to this reason third script exists. Third script is used when user wants use the tool
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later and FreeIPA server is already installed. Another purpose of script is situation when
user uses older FreeIPA server version where tool is not available, but he wants to use it
after upgrade.
Scripts names will be ipa-server-install, ipa-replica-install and
ipa-snmpd-install, each of them will be written in Python language. Scripts create
/etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file which has configuration according to FreeIPA related services
on each replica. After the file is created, snmpd service is started.
5.1.1 Ipa-server-install script
It was decided, that this tool will be optional component of FreeIPA, after discussion with
developers of FreeIPA. Ipa-server-install script must have specified option which enables
tool’s installation, name of this option is --setup-snmp. When this option is specified,
script checks if net-snmp and net-snmp-utils packages are installed. If packages are not
installed, the script is terminated. Net-snmp package provides snmpd service and net-snmp-
utils package provides functions that allows send requests to SNMP agent, like snmpget,
snmpwalk and other functions described in section 4.4.1. Clients on replicas use snmpwalk
function to get information about FreeIPA related services on other replicas.
/etc/snmp/snmpd.conf
### Added by IPA Installer ###
proc krb5kdc
proc kadmind
proc named
proc memcached
proc httpd
proc java
proc ntpd
proc ns-slapd
createUser myuser SHA authpassphrase AES privpassphrase
rouser -s usm myuser authpriv .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2
Figure 5.1: Example of /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file which uses USM model described in
section 4.5.1.
Script must create snmpd daemon’s configuration in /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file (see
example on figure 5.1). File must be created at the end of the script after that all other com-
ponents are configured. Script must know three parameters. These are: password used for
connect to LDAP, realm used to get suffix of the domain and FQDN is server’s domain name.
Script adds entry to DS that specifies installation of the tool. File /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf
is created by this class too. File contains names of the services which are checked by SNMP
agent. Some of the FreeIPA related components are optional and this is the reason why
script must get the list of configured services first. Configured services are stored in DS
and enabled services has set flag that indicates this situation. NTP service does not have
entry in DS even if it is configured, because it does not need LDAP entry for any other
reason. Information about configuration of NTP by FreeIPA can be get from file which
stores names of the configured services. When file is created then snmpd service will be
started.
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Different security model than USM, which is shown on example 5.1, will be used in
tool. Tool will use model which is base on Kerberos or LDAP according to description in
section 5.1.5.
5.1.2 Ipa-replica-install script
Ipa-replica-install script creates copy of the master server. Tool designed in this thesis
is optional component and if user wants it, it must specify --setup-snmp option with
ipa-replica-install script. If user does not pass --setup-snmp option and script is run
in attended mode, it checks installation of tool on master server. If tool is installed on
master, script prompts the user if he wants to install tool too. All other steps used by
script to install tool was described in subsection 5.1.1.
5.1.3 Ipa-snmpd-install script
This script could be used for additional installation of the tool when master or replica
server was installed. Another reason for script’s existence is users which use older FreeIPA
package where tool was not available. If these users update package to newer version, they
can use ipa-snmpd-install script to configure and enable the tool. Steps used by script
to install tool was described in subsection 5.1.1.
5.1.4 Better process specification
Processes that should be checked by net-snmp agent are now specified with ’proc NAME
[MAX [MIN]]’ definition in snmpd.conf file. NAME is the name of process which could
be visible by running ”/bin/ps -e” on the local system. This maybe sometimes problem,
because ”/bin/ps -e” may give few information about process.
Good example of FreeIPA related service which may has this problem is pki-ca which is
a tomcat instance.This service is visible as ”java” with ”/bin/ps -e” and this is not enough
for detailed specification of checked process.
Following example shows what ”/bin/ps -ef” command returns for FreeIPA pki-ca in-
stance.
/usr/lib/jvm/jre/bin/java -DRESTEASY\_LIB=/usr/share/java/resteasy
-classpath /usr/share/tomcat/bin/bootstrap.jar:
/usr/share/tomcat/bin/tomcat-juli.jar:/usr/share/java/commons-daemon.jar
...
Similar problem is Directory Server’s instance where ”/bin/ps -e” shows ns-slapd but
”/bin/ps -ef” gives output where is FreeIPA domain name present.
/usr/sbin/ns-slapd -D /etc/dirsrv/slapd-TESTRELM
-i /var/run/dirsrv/slapd-TESTRELM.pid
-w /var/run/dirsrv/slapd-TESTRELM.startpid
This could be a problem when more ns-slapd instances run on one server. Any other
services should not be installed on servers where FreeIPA run and this process specification
is not a big problem.
Solution may be implementation of specification with regular expression. This improve-
ment could search in specifications visible by ”/bin/ps -ef” and for ns-slapd may expression
look like this ’/^usr/sbin/ns-slapd.*slapd-TESTRELM.*’. Proc specification may have
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an option which indicates if process specification uses name visible by ”/bin/ps -e” or by
”/bin/ps -ef”.
5.1.5 Better SNMP agents manageability in domain
SNMP users accounts stored in local configuration file for each agent is a problem with
maintainability. Big problem is changing passwords for users and adding new replicas to the
FreeIPA infrastructure. Reason for password’s change may be disclosure password, change
of the policy which specifies password’s strange or another reason. There are problems with
specifying password in local file where password change implies access to the server, change
password in local snmpd.conf and restart the snmpd service. This problem should solve
Kerberos or LDAP usage.
Using Kerberos for authentication and ciphering
Problem with manageability and security may solve Kerberos support for SNMP. SNMPv3
security model which uses Kerberos 5 for authentication is experimental. This model
does not use USM model but it uses own Kerberos Security Model (KSM). AP REQ and
AP REP are Kerberos 5 messages (request and response). When agent receives message
using KSM, then AP REQ message is decoded and client’s identity is verified. AP REQ
message contains subkey, agent validates checksum with it and then encodes AP REP mes-
sage.
KSM model is experimental now and net-snmp package in Fedora distribution is com-
piled without this model’s support. Fedora’s RPM (RPM Package Manager) package cre-
ating is based on SPEC file. SPEC file has ’.spec’ suffix and it is recipe for RPM package
creating. Source RPM (SRPM) packages usually contains SPEC file. Following parame-
ters must be added to SPEC file for successful net-snmp package build with KSM model
support.
--with-cflags="$RPM_OPT_FLAGS -D_RPM_4_4_COMPAT -I/usr/include/krb5" \
--with-security-modules="ksm tsm" \
--with-krb5 \
--with-ldflags="-L/usr/lib/krb5/ -lkrb5 -lk5crypto -lcom_err" \
Two simple patches are needy for successful package creating too. One patch fixes typo
in the code and second defines using new Kerberos crypto API. These changes look simple,
but it takes a long time to find this working solution. KSM module is not used often and
many people have problems with using old Kerberos crypto API and net-snmp building
then fails with ”snmpksm.c ’krb5 enctype array’ undeclared (first use in this function)”
error. For me finally helps define NETSNMP USE KERBEROS MIT variable and modules order
in ’–with-security-modules’ parameter in SPEC file. When modules order is ”ksm tsm”
then building pass, but if order is ”tsm ksm” then building ends with previous mentioned
error. It looks like that tsm does some changes and ksm module then tries to use old crypto
API.
KSM usage Net-snmp uses Kerberos host principal. Agent must have defined ’rouser
-s ksm myuser@REALM’ in /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file. Client with valid Kerberos cre-
dentials then should send SNMP request like:
snmpwalk -v 3 -Y defSecurityModel=ksm -u myuser \
-l authPriv localhost .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2
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Using LDAP as storage for SNMP users and views
Use LDAP as backend for users’ accounts may solve problem with maintainability in larger
domains. When net-snmp agent gets authentication request, it may send query to local 389
DS instance and look up account information in it.
This concept brings another problem because each client must know passwords for
net-snmp agents on all replicas when it sends SNMP requests. These passwords should
be stored in LDAP in plaintext and accessible for clients. Snmpwalk and other SNMP
command takes authentication password and password for ciphering in plaintext. Problem
is how to provide access to password entries for clients without security risks.
Two variants exist for client’s access to LDAP. These variants are: Special LDAP ac-
count for client with read-only access to passwords subtree only or use HTTP/fqdn principal
as the account. Using the HTTP/fqdn principal as the account saves me creating a special
account and distributing its credentials. Then I may create a group of HTTP/fqdn princi-
pals allowed to fetch the SNMP passwords. It complicates somewhat in the framework but
it is doable. This would avoid the need to disclose SNMP agent passwords to actual users,
but would require to make the queries from one of the FreeIPA servers, I would not be able
to query directly from an admin machine.
Actions during getting information about statuses of services are demonstrated on fig-
ure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Actions during checking statuses of services on replicas using LDAP as backend
For this solution should be defined new LDAP schema for SNMP accounts and views
storage. LDAP schema defines objectclasses which specifies attributes of LDAP entries.
LDAP entries have specified type (integer, string or another), permitted operations and
information if attribute is optional or required.
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5.2 User interface
Tool will have CLI and Web User Interface (Web UI). Both interfaces will use the same
internal function that gets requested information from another replicas. Function must get
FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) of all servers in the domain. After that it may send
SNMP requests to all replicas and wait for replies. This communication is asynchronous
and option for timeout should be available. Results should be stored to structure which
will be usable with CLI and Web UI. These interfaces then show this information to user
as structured and well formatted output. CLI shows them as sections for each replicas.
Each configured service on replica should have text description about status which could
be running or not running with more detailed information about fail status. Web UI shows
them as table where in the header will be the names of services and the names of replicas
will be in the first column. Each cell in the table will have a figure that symbolizes pass
(service running) or fail (service not running). If status is fail, then after cursor’s move at
the figure is shown fail’s description with more information.
User may want information only about some of the services or only about some of
the replicas. This options should be allowed with multivalue filters. These filters could
be specified as optional input options for CLI. Web UI should have input forms for these
filters and filters can be entered in multiple fields. Passed values should be checked for
correctness by function that takes them as input. Function should know names of the
permitted services and FQDN of all servers in the domain. It can compare all values with
these names then.
SNMP messages should be encrypted and users should authenticate to net-snmp agent
due to security reasons. These problems could be solved on the server side because server
may set parameters for users. Good parameters for user accounts for this tool should be
read-only user with access only to MIB which stores information about processes. Another
parameters should be requirements for user’s authentication and message encryption. KSM
security model should be the best for this tool because FreeIPA has configured Kerberos
environment and this model does not require storing SNMP plaintext passwords in DS or
in files. Problems with storing passwords in DS are described in section 5.1.5.
5.2.1 High level design
Kerberos KDC
Directory Server
XML-RPC
(Apache)
 Web UI        CLIAdmin Tools 
Figure 5.3: Architecture of FreeIPA server
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Architecture of FreeIPA server is shown on figure 5.3. Instance of FreeIPA server has
stored information in LDAP directory service. FreeIPA core is written in Python program-
ming language [4]. Access to all information stored in the directory is provided via FreeIPA
server’s core which is run as a simple Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI) application.
This application uses XML-RPC (described in section 3.4) and JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) to exchange requests with its own clients [4].
WSGI is standardized interface between web servers and web applications which in-
creases portability across web servers and frameworks. With WSGI, a web application
is implemented as a function or callable object webapp(environ, start response) that
accepts two arguments: environ is a dictionary of environment settings that is minimally
required [3]. Start response parameter is a callable object of the form start response(
status, headers) that is used by the application to start a response [3].
{
"id-number" : 99,
"kind" : fruit,
"fresh" : true,
"contain" : [ "apple", "pear" ]
}
Figure 5.4: Example of JSON file
JSON (see example 5.4) is text-based format for object’s representation that can be
directly interpreted by JavaScript, but it is independent in language. Objects are enclosed
in curly brackets ”{}” and contains key/value pairs [5]. Values can be quoted strings,
Booleans, numeric values or arrays of previous types [5].
Data are stored in LDAP and Access Control Model of LDAP is used for authorization
and Kerberos tickets are used for authentication. As Kerberos server is using the same
LDAP database instance, using of Kerberos tickets allows to perform operations against
the database on the server if a client is capable to forward such tickets via communication
channels selected for the operation [4]. FreeIPA client can connect to FreeIPA server and
forwards Kerberos ticket. LDAP operations are run under identity which was authenticated
during ticket issuing. This concept allows operations delegation from a FreeIPA client to
the FreeIPA server and FreeIPA server gains ability to interact with any Kerberos-aware
service on behalf of the client [4]. FreeIPA client could be relatively simple because it only
needs to forward Kerberos ticket, process XML-RPC or JSON and present results to user.
Interactions between FreeIPA server and client you can see on figure 5.5.
5.2.2 CLI command
New command name will be ’ipa replica-status’. This command communicate with
agents on all replicas or with selected agents if filter is specified.
Input and output parameters New command must have defined input options, output
parameters and format of the output. Replica-status command takes three optional
options: These are host, service and timeout. Host and service options are used as filters,
which allow get information about only specified services and only from specified FreeIPA
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Figure 5.5: Simplified FreeIPA v2 network diagram which shows interactions between server
and client
replicas. Both parameters are multivalue and have type string. SNMP requests send to
servers are asynchronous so timeout for waiting to replies is needed. Timeout may be
specified with timeout option which takes integer value and it is interpreted as value in
seconds. This option has defined minimum, maximum and default value.
Output parameters should have type string and entry for each service should be prere-
served. Another parameters are for replica name and for error if it occurs.
Core CLI function Replica-status command queries are sent to all replicas in the
FreeIPA infrastructure, but names of all replicas must be known first. Names of all replicas
could be found in LDAP directory. Enabled services for each replicas are stored under
cn=fqdn,cn=masters,cn=ipa,cn=etc,suffix DN, so all names could be find with search
for cn=masters,cn=ipa,cn=etc,suffix DN, filter for cn attributes and with scope of one
level.
Names of all replicas and services are known now (permitted services are defined in
checked services list). When host or service options are passed, their values are compared
with values in checked services list or with values in list that contains all replicas names.
If values are not found in these lists, error is raised then.
Replica-status tool is an optional component of FreeIPA and it should not be installed
on all replicas. All enabled services for each of replicas are stored in DS. If this tool is
enable for any of replicas, then entry, which specifies tool’s installation, is stored in DS for
each replica. It is better to find all replicas with this parameter and send snmp requests to
these replicas only rather then send requests to all replicas and wait for timeout for some
of them. If this tool is not enabled at any of the replicas, the err output parameter is filled
with ’snmpd agent is not configured’ message.
Requests may be asynchronously send to all replicas and it is better to create thread
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for each request. Each thread calls function that sends SNMP requests to agents.
Function sends SNMP queries and process replies to format of output dictionary. Snmp-
walk request is send to replica specified with hostname parameter, that is specified as input
parameter in thread function. Snmpwalk command is called with -v 3, -r 1, -t timeout,
hostname and ”.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2” parameters.
Parameter -v 3 specifies that SNMP version 3 should be used, -t specifies timeout in
second which is passed as parameter from thread function and -r is a number of retries to
try send snmpwalk request. Hostname is name of the replica where is snmpwalk request
send and ”.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2” is a subtree in MIB database where are stored information
about watched processes defined in /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file.
snmpwalk -v 3 -u myuser -l authPriv -a SHA -A authpassphrase \
-x AES -X privpassphrase localhost .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prIndex.1 = INTEGER: 1
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prIndex.2 = INTEGER: 2
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prNames.1 = STRING: pki-cad
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prNames.2 = STRING: krb5kdc
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prMin.1 = INTEGER: 1
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prMin.2 = INTEGER: 1
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prMax.1 = INTEGER: 0
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prMax.2 = INTEGER: 0
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prCount.1 = INTEGER: 0
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prCount.2 = INTEGER: 1
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prErrorFlag.1 = INTEGER: error(1)
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prErrorFlag.2 = INTEGER: noError(0)
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prErrMessage.1 = STRING: No pki-cad process running
UCD-SNMP-MIB::prErrMessage.2 = STRING:
This example shows particular snmpwalk reply that must be transformed to output
format, which will be described in section 6.2.2.
PrNames statements are names of tracked processes and each of them has assigned num-
ber at the end of prNames (prNames.<number>). This number is important for retrieval
information about process. PrCount is a value that stores information about number of
running processes. PrMin and prMax are values which indicate range where prCount should
be. If prCount is outside of the range then prErrorFlag is set and prErrMessage contains
error message report.
5.2.3 Web UI
FreeIPA server has own Web UI which runs on Apache web server. Web UI makes FreeIPA
server’s maintenance easier. Most of the CLI commands has own equivalents in Web UI.
Interface should have input fields same as input options of CLI. Fields should be optional,
host and service fields should be multivalue. Tool should have entry in menu of FreeIPA
under ’IPA server’ tab as Replica status.
Example on figure 5.6 shows how this interface may look like. When parameters are
passed and user clicks on ’Process’ button then the same function as for CLI described in
section 5.2.2 is called. Returned results should be shown as table in the same page as new
added section. In the table’s header will be services names and replicas’ names will be in
the first column. Each cell in the table will have a figure that symbolizes pass (service
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Figure 5.6: Proposal of tool’s Web UI, position in the menu and input fields
running) or fail (service not running). If status is fail, then after cursor’s move at the figure
is shown fail’s description with more information.
5.3 Possible alternatives
Another tool’s concept was designed before concept which uses SNMP was chosen. This
concept uses an approach to have running log daemon on each replica, which stores statuses
of services to LDAP. Daemon will check status every n seconds (depending on configuration).
Data will be distributed to other replicas using Directory Server’s replication. Information
about services status could be gained via CLI or Web UI.
5.3.1 Concept details
Concept is based on log daemons on replicas. Daemon’s configuration will be stored in
LDAP and each replica will have its own configuration. Soft and hard reload time options
will be supported. If no FreeIPA related services change status between time period specified
by soft reload time parameter, data in LDAP will not be updated. Timestamp of LDAP
entry must be updated in time period specified by hard reload time parameter at least.
If timestamp is older than ’actual time - hard reload time’, then machine or replication
log daemon is probably down. When daemon starts, it will do search to LDAP to gain
the hard and soft reload times, which are stored in LDAP for each replicas. Storing these
times in LDAP gives an advantage of their easy modification. When times are changed,
log daemon must be restarted to load new values. It should be possible to run log daemon
with default configuration when LDAP is not reachable as well. Maybe storing last known
good configuration from LDAP into a file is a good approach.
Status information will be added as new attributes to each service’s entry on specific
replica (DN example for service entry could be cn=CA,cn=ipa.my-domain.com,cn=master,
cn=ipa,cn=etc,dc=testrealm).
Daemon will have a cache - if status of service does not change, data in LDAP should
not be updated (this concept saves time and network resources). If some of the services
change status then modification in LDAP will be needy. Daemon should be asynchronous
to receive more requests.
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If daemon wants access to the LDAP server, it will be authorized using Kerberos.
Daemon will have its own Kerberos service keytab. Status of active services can be obtained
by a routine similar to ipactl status. Ipactl status function requires run as root user and
this is the reason why this routine should not be used. Requirement of root privileges is
a bad idea due to security risks and it is better to run daemon with normal user privileges.
5.3.2 Concept shortcomings
Log statuses checked every 5 minutes ’via LDAP’ may cause replication storms. LDAP
should be mostly read and a few writings, logging on LDAP violates this assumption.
In previous section this assumption was described: If timestamp is older than ’actual
time - hard reload time’, then machine or replication log daemon is probably down. This is
another problem because replication is normally quick but it is common to have delays for
various reasons. Infer anything from whole timestamp about the current status of a remote
replica is not enough. It is quite possible that all services are up and running but replication
is slow. Solution is direct query to determine if the server is up or down ’NOW’.
Logging via LDAP would be useful only in situation where historical data are kept.
This means growing size of the dataset with mostly stale, uninteresting data.
This concept strongly relies on Directory Server replication to share the statuses. If
LDAP server is down, nobody will know if it is down because replication is not happening.
We do not know anything while LDAP is down.
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Chapter 6
Implementation of the tool
This chapter is aimed at implementation details and it consists of two main parts. These
parts are net-snmp agent’s configuration and CLI.
6.1 Backend configuration
This section describes configuration of backend used for this tool. SNMP agent is used
as a backend and it is configured by one of the installation scripts. These scripts are
ipa-server-install, ipa-replica-install and ipa-snmpd-install, each of them is
written in Python language. Scripts create /etc/snmp/snmpd.conf file which has configu-
ration according to FreeIPA related services on each replica. After the file is created, snmpd
service is started.
6.1.1 Ipa-server-install script
Snmpd daemon’s configuration is created by SNMPInstance class which is defined in
ipaserver/install/snmpinstance.py file. SNMPInstance class takes four parameters,
These are: dm password used for connect to LDAP, realm used to get suffix of the domain,
FQDN is server’s domain name and fstore has defined path where are configuration files of
FreeIPA components backuped. This class adds cn=SNMP,cn=fqdn,cn=masters,cn=ipa,
cn=etc,suffix entry to DS that specifies installation of the tool. Some of the FreeIPA
related components are optional and this is the reason why SNMPInstance class must get
the list of configured services first. Configured services are stored in DS in cn=fqdn,
cn=masters,cn=ipa,cn=etc,suffix subtree and have ipaConfigString=enabledService
attribute. NTP service does not have entry in DS even if it is configured, because it does
not need LDAP entry for any other reason. Information about configuration of NTP by
FreeIPA can be get from /var/lib/ipa/sysrestore/sysrestore.state file which stores
names of the configured services.
FreeIPA server could be uninstalled from server using ipa-server-install
--uninstall script. This command restores configurations and states of used FreeIPA re-
lated components. States and backup configurations are stored in /var/lib/ipa/
sysrestore/ directory.
6.1.2 Ipa-replica-install script
Ipa-replica-install (see example 6.2) script creates copy of the master server.
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ipa-replica-prepare ipa2.my-domain.com --ip-address 192.168.122.42
Command creates /var/lib/ipa/\linebreak replica-info-ipa2.my-domain.com.gpg
file.
Figure 6.1: Example of ipa-replica-prepare command.
File with gpg suffix must be created with ipa-replica-prepare command (see ex-
ample 6.1) first and it must be copied to server which will be the new replica. Parame-
ter --ip-address in example 6.1 is the ip address of replica that should be created and
ipa2.my-domain.com is domain name of replica.
ipa-replica-install /var/lib/ipa/replica-info-ipa2.my-domain.com.gpg
-p Secret123 -w Secret123
Figure 6.2: Example of ipa-replica-install command that uses gpg file generated by
command in example 6.1.
Parameter -p is Directory Manager password of master server, -w parameter is admin’s
Kerberos password which is used for connection check.
If user does not pass --setup-snmp option and ipa-replica-install script is run
in attended mode, it checks installation of tool on master server. If tool is installed on
master, script prompts the user if he wants to install tool too. Check function searches
cn=SNMP,cn=fqdn,cn=masters,cn=ipa,cn=etc,suffix entry on master server.
6.2 Command line interface
Information about services from other servers can be gained with CLI. FreeIPA core frame-
work provides Application Programming Interface (API) for specifying new CLI command.
6.2.1 FreeIPA core
FreeIPA core consists of few parts. These parts are objects with their properties and
methods. Objects are stored by backend and methods may have associated commands. Set
of Object, Property, Method, Command and Backend instances altogether represent API
of FreeIPA core framework [4]. FreeIPA core attempts to implement locking down feature
by artificially making instances of foundation classes read-only after their initialization has
happened [4]. If an attempt to modify object happens after it was locked down, an exception
is thrown [4].
Commands with parameters could be dynamically added to the core. When the com-
mand’s instance is initiated then another one cannot modify command’s properties at the
same time. This ensures protection between instances of the command because state of
the command is not carried over across multiple calls of the same command. Information
about the context of execution is holded by environment. The context is important part
of the FreeIPA framework and it also defines which methods of the command instance are
called in order to perform action [4]. Context in itself is defined by the environment which
gives means to catch and store certain information about execution [4].
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FreeIPA uses three major contexts: These are server, client, and installer/updates.
Plugins registered with server context communicate with clients via XML-RPC or JSON.
Actions performed with server context validate arguments and options firstly. Plugins with
client’s context validate arguments and options and forward request to the FreeIPA server.
Installer or update context can be used to extend operations during FreeIPA server’s setup.
Parameters
Param class is used to define attributes, arguments, or options throughout FreeIPA core
framework [4]. The Param base class is not used directly but rather sub-classed to define
properties like passwords or specific data types like Str or Int [4].
Most important properties are name, cli name, label, doc, required and multivalue.
Name property is internally used to address parameter in Python code. Cli name is an
optional property, which defines parameter’s name used in CLI. Label is a description of
the parameter, which is used on the CLI when interactively prompting for the values, and
as a label for the form inputs in the Web UI [4]. Long parameter’s description used with
help command is defined by doc property. Required property is a flag, which defines if
parameter must be passed when command is called or not.
takes_options = (
...
Int(’ipareplicatimeout?’,
cli_name=’timeout’,
label=_(’Timeout’),
doc=_(’Timeout for waiting to results’),
minvalue=1,
maxvalue=120,
default=2,
),
)
Figure 6.3: Example of takes options attribute with parameter definition.
If parameter (see example 6.3) could be passed with command more than once, then
multivalue flag must be set.
Objects
Object class instance represents data manipulated by FreeIPA. Instance of an Object class
is a collection of properties, accepted parameters, action methods and a reference to where
this object’s data is preserved [4]. Each object also has a reference to a property that
represents a primary key for retrieving the object [4].
Parameters accepted by this object type are defined with Object.takes param at-
tribute. Methods perform actions on the associated objects, where the association of
methods and objects is done through naming convention rather than using programming
language features [4].
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Command line utility
FreeIPA server can be controlled via command-line interface provided by the ipa utility,
which operates under client context [4]. All command plugins from ipalib/plugins are
loaded by ipa utility and CLI could be extended easily by placing new file into this directory.
More information about Namespace, Parameters, Objects and way how to extend CLI
can be found in [4].
6.2.2 Implementation of replica-status command
New class with command is placed in replica.py file which is stored under ipalib/plugins
directory due to reason that was described in previous section. Class has name replica
status and command could be automatically run as ’ipa replica-status’ (see exam-
ple 6.4 with output of implemented tool). Replica status inherits from VirtualCommand
class which could be used for command that does not need LDAP backend, but wants to
use the LDAP access control system to make authorization decisions. VirtualCommand
class provides search operations which are needed in replica-status command.
[root@ipa3 ~]# ipa replica-status
Services on replica: ipa3.my-domain.com
ntpd: not installed
kadmin: running
krb5kdc: running
ipa_memcached: running
named: running
httpd: running
smb: not installed
winbind: not installed
pki-tomcatd: running
----------------------------
Number of entries returned 1
----------------------------
Figure 6.4: Example of ipa replica-status command.
Input and output parameters
New command must have defined input options, output parameters and format of the
output. Replica-status command takes three optional options which are defined by
takes options attribute (see example 6.3). Options ipareplicahost*, ipareplica-
service* and ipareplicatimeout? are internal names of the values used in the code
and ’*’ or ’?’ characters at the end of names have special meaning. Character ’*’ defines
that option is non required and multivalue, character ’?’ defines non required and single
value option. More information about these characters can be found in [4].
Output parameters are defined in has output params attribute. All parameters have
type Str. Parameters are defined for each of services which are ntpd, kadmin, krb5kdc,
ipa memcached, named, httpd, smb, winbind, pki tomcatd. Other parameters are server
for name of the replica and err for error if it occurs.
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Has output class variable describes format of output parameters that could be Entry
or ListOfEntries. Entry takes Python dictionary as a value and ListOfEntries takes
list of Python dictionaries a value. Replica-status command gets information about
services from many replicas so ListOfEntries must be used, because it gets dictionary of
has output params from each replica.
Execute method
Replica-status command queries are sent to all replicas in the FreeIPA infrastructure,
replicas names could be found in LDAP directory using self.api.Backend.ldap2.
find entries() function. Enabled services for each replicas are stored under cn=fqdn,
cn=masters,cn=ipa,cn=etc,suffix DN.
Names of all replicas and services are known now (permitted services are defined in
checked services list). When host or service options are passed, their values are compared
with values in lists containing all of services and master names.
Replica-status tool is an optional component and enabled services for each of replicas
are stored under cn=fqdn,cn=masters,cn=ipa,cn=etc,suffix DN. If this tool is enable
for any of replicas, then cn=SNMP entry is stored under this DN.
SNMP requests are sent in function which is called by get replica data thread. Class
which creates thread for each request is named get replica data and takes hostname,
timeout and services to check parameters. Each thread calls api.Backend.snmp.
get services status function in run method and returns dictionary of output param-
eters in join method. Return value is created at the end of execute method of replica status
with thread join method.
Backend plugin for SNMP
This backend plugin is used for send SNMP queries and process replies to format of output
dictionary. Class is named snmp and inherits Backend class. Snmp class is defined in snmp.py
file that is stored under ipaserver/plugins directory. Class has get services status
method which sends snmpwalk request to replica specified with parameters described in
section 5.2.2.
Output of snmpwalk shows example in section 5.2.2, which must be transformed to
output format described in section 6.2.2. Instance of snmp class gets list of checked services
as a parameter. For each service from this list is called get service from output function
which gets requested information about service from snmpwalk’s reply or information that
this service is not defined on this replica. Information for service could be ”running” or
”not running” with more detailed description from snmpwalk’s prErrMessage entry.
Get service from output function pars output from snmpwalk command with re.search
function using regular expressions. Function gets requested service name as a parameter
and firstly checks if service is tracked on replica. Service is checked with following regular
expression:
r′. ∗ prNames.([0− 9]+). ∗%s′%proc
If service is defined then number, which indicates number of entry, is used to retrieve
prCount and prErrMessage values. This number must not be assigned to service statically,
because some of the services are optional and defined on some replicas. Services may have
different numbers on replicas and must be found out as was described earlier.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to design and implement a tool checking them on every replica.
As mentioned in the beginning of this thesis in Chapter 3, FreeIPA is a composition of
several components. Since FreeIPA might contain a few master and replica servers, its
infrastructure is often distributed. Clients consuming information from servers are parts
of that infrastructure, details can be found in Chapter 3. The tool uses SNMP (see Chap-
ter 4) for tracking a status of FreeIPA services. Chapter 5 is the main part of the thesis and
describes two main parts of the tool. These parts are agent’s configuration during FreeIPA
server installation and user interface. SNMP messages that are sent between clients and
agents should be confidential. SNMPv3 with USM ensures authentication and confiden-
tiality but USM has bad maintainability in the FreeIPA infrastructure. USM has users
defined in agent’s configuration file and it is a problem to add new user or change user’s
password. Administrator must be connect to the server where new user will be add or
where user’s password will be changed. Two solutions that solve this problem are described
in the chapter with tool’s design. Proposed solutions are based on Kerberos or on LDAP.
Another approach how to design tool for replica status check is described in Chapter 5.
The goals of the master thesis were as follows. First, it was an acquaintance with
FreeIPA server and its replication possibilities. This goal is completed successfully –
FreeIPA components, its infrastructure and replication possibilities are described in Chap-
ter 3. Second, we had to design the tool checking services status on all replicas. Design is
described in Chapter 5. The implementation of the extension is accomplished and described
in Chapter 6. Finally, the last goal was to evaluate proposed solution and to compare it
with other approaches. Other solution does not exist. Solution design in this thesis is
unique and it was consulted with Red Hat engineers. Usage of SNMP infrastructure is
an advantage, backend and frontend infrastructure is tested and net-snmp has upstream
support. SNMP could be used for getting other information, for example it can determine
disk space utilization. Implementation has two shortcomings, these are problems SNMP
process checking and usage of Kerberos security model. Problem with process checking is
described in Chapter 5. Net-snmp could be build with Kerberos security model support in
Fedora distribution for now, but client part does not work with this model. It fails before
sending SNMP request and this problem should be solved before tool’s deploying to the
FreeIPA package. Web user interface is not implemented yet, but it is not very important.
Web and command line user interfaces have the same function and administrators may get
information with CLI until Web UI will be implemented.
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Appendix A
Content of the Attached CD
CD contains master thesis in PDF format and thesis source files in LATEX. There are
also FreeIPA RPM packages for Fedora distribution with tool’s implementation. FreeIPA
patches with implementation of the tool, net-snmp SPEC file and patches for KSM support
are included too.
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